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a b s t r a c t

Given the widening scope of the utilization and application of cloud computing services from general
to mission-critical systems such as strategic military, financial, and the information systems of
governmental agencies, the need for the development of improved methods to ensure the stability and
security of cloud data and services is being increasingly emphasized. Various approaches have been
developed to improve the security and stability of cloud infrastructure. In particular, the continuous
inspection of the memory of Virtual Machine (VM) instances in the cloud platform has been an
important factor in identifying the causes of security incidents related to zero-day vulnerabilities
and critical system faults in cloud infrastructure. However, despite numerous studies in the field
of continuous memory inspection, it is difficult to find a practical solution that is deployable in
commercial-off-the-shelf cloud platforms. For instance, continuous memory snapshots generally cause
various problems such as increased VM downtime occurrences, user-obstructive latency for memory
snapshots, VM performance degradation, and massive data generation. To alleviate these limitations,
we propose Cloud-BlackBox, which enables the recording of the memory of VM swarms running on
cloud platforms that require a very high level of stability and security, and facilitates the flexible
analysis of the recorded memory on a large-scale. A VM swarm refers to an environment in which
multiple VMs are run in parallel. The proposed Cloud-BlackBox method provides the following benefits.
First, by clustering VM swarm kernel memory, the amount of computation required to capture memory
snapshots and the size of the generated snapshot images are minimized. Further, we propose a
mechanism to merge kernel memory by rapidly identifying the homogeneity of the memory layout
through analysis of the underlying base image and introspection of the running VM. The application
of the proposed mechanism led to a storage reduction by a factor of 12.85. Second, a cognitive-scale
bitmap was designed to track changes in the memory of VM swarms. The cognitive-scale bitmap is a
mechanism that can dynamically manage the tracking of memory change information by recognizing
the memory usage patterns of component VMs. With the designed cognitive-scale bitmap, the time
required for the collection of a memory snapshot was reduced by more than 14.85 times, and the
VM input/output (I/O) performance degradation was reduced by 50%. Third, a synchronized accessible
memory interchange (SAMI) mechanism is proposed to facilitate the agile in-depth analysis of large-
scale memory resources. Cloud-BlackBox tracks and records memory change information. Therefore,
a procedure for restoring the recorded memory to a raw-memory analyzable form is required to
analyze the recorded memory. The SAMI mechanism assists the analyst in ensuring consistent memory
restoration performance when arbitrarily selecting recorded memory. Furthermore, SAMI is useful for
reducing the scope of analysis without memory restoration simply by analyzing recorded metadata.
Consequently, the revised schemes inside Cloud-BlackBox have several applications in various fields,
such as advanced detection of malicious activities, service error recovery, malware analysis, and
antivirus functions. In addition, the proposed approach has been implemented on a campus-wide cloud
computing service called SysCore-Cloud.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, cloud computing infrastructure has devel-
oped through a growth phase into a mature implementation
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hase [1–3]. The evidence for such development and use of cloud
omputing can be found in the Joint Enterprise Defense Infras-
ructure of the United States Department of Defense, as well as
n other mission-critical infrastructure such as financial and in-
ormation technology systems used by government agencies [4–
]. These types of mission-critical infrastructure are highly vul-
erable to loss or theft of data and associated aftereffects in
he event of cyber incidents such as service errors or malicious
ttacks, Thus, preparation of adequate countermeasures against
uch cyber incidents is imperative [7–9].
Various approaches are under development to improve the

tability and security of cloud services. Specifically, considerable
ttention has been focused on the investigation of methods to
tilize the system memory of VMs as a means to identify and
ddress the causes of security accidents and service errors in
loud platforms. VM introspection provides a deep dive view of
he Operating System (OS) that monitors transparently factors
uch as process, kernel driver, active network, registry, and user
ctivities [10,11]. In the case of cloud infrastructure, memory
ntrospection of all running services can be conducted at the
ost OS level without having to install an agent in each system.
wing to this benefit, memory inspection technology in virtual-
zation environments has been applied in the field of forensics,
alware analysis, antivirus, and service error recovery [12–15].

n particular, advanced persistent threats (APTs) such as Opera-
ion Cobalt Kitty, Ammyy Admin, and advanced attacks such as
amnit, Emotet, and Ursnif are difficult to detect unless system
emory is monitored [16–20]. To defend against such advanced
ttacks, there has been attempts to utilize memory analysis on
loud platforms as well. For instance, Microsoft Azure supports
ileless attack detection on Windows systems; this feature scans
he memory of all processes for evidence of fileless toolkits,
echniques, and behaviors [21]. Memory forensics, to enable re-
ponses to the latest malicious code injections and advanced
ttacks, is gaining attention from both academia and commer-
ial users, and steadily evolving [22–24]. However, short-term
emory analysis based solutions have a limitation in that only
nown attacks can be detected. Responding to various security
ssues is with short-term memory analysis alone is challenging
ecause system memory has the characteristics of being volatile
nd constantly changing [25,26]. Therefore, it is difficult to have
he timing of the memory analysis coincide with security threat
ncidents and find meaningful data with only short-term memory
nalysis [27,28]. Consequently, it is necessary to respond to po-
ential threats through long-term memory archives and analysis,
ather than at the level of real-time memory scans.

Unfortunately, long-term memory snapshots incur computa-
ional overheads that lead to deterioration of VM performance
nd occurrence of VM downtime from the standpoint of the
ervice user. To adopt continuous memory acquisition/analysis
echniques in a cloud computing infrastructure running a large-
cale of VMs, the following three problems must be addressed
nd resolved. First, the storage space required for memory acqui-
ition must be efficiently managed. Although system memory is a
maller than non-volatile memory, in the case of the cumulative
torage of memory over an extended period, a massive amount
f storage space is required. For example, when 4 GB of memory
as been cumulatively acquired for 1 h at 1-second intervals,
pproximately 14 TB of data is generated. This means long-term
emory collection in VM swarms generates massive amounts of
ata. Second, VM downtime and compromised VM system per-
ormance due to memory acquisition overhead must be reduced.
n cloud computing platforms, VM memory snapshots incur sub-
tantial computational overhead. According to the experimental
esults obtained in this study, a time of 9.3 s was required to

ollect 4 GB of memory snapshot in a VM swarm. VM downtime
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ensued for approximately 9 s as well. Thus, when memory is ac-
quired from VM swarms concurrently using extant methods, the
computational overhead causes system operation inability. Third,
an explosive increase in the number of analysis targets presents
further issues. Even if snapshots of the cumulatively acquired
memory of VM swarms are successfully taken, it is difficult to
directly use the acquired memory for identifying the cause of
security incidents. This is because meaningful information can
only be identified through memory analysis. Accordingly, archiv-
ing methods specialized for large-scale memory-set analysis are
required.

In this study, we propose an approach called Cloud-BlackBox
that enables computationally efficient recording, cognitive mem-
ory tracking, and analysis of the memory of VMs in large-scale
cloud computing environments. A conceptual diagram of the
proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. This study presents the
following solutions upon an analysis of the three problems de-
scribed above that may occur for memory recording on a cloud
platform.

• Minimization of wasted storage space in VM swarms:
First, the kernel memory regions are grouped into shared
memory regions by using the image information of run-
ning VMs. Collection data are minimized by exploiting the
fact that similar base images are used in a cloud environ-
ment [29]. With this characteristic of cloud platforms, we
propose a shared memory merging mechanism for VMs that
reduces the target memory size by grouping VMs using the
same OS images and managing redundant memory regions
as shared pages. In addition, the proposed shared mem-
ory merging mechanism has a feature that quickly scans
the memory of VM swarms based on the similarity of the
memory layout for each OS. Our evaluation results show
that the memory merging mechanism reduces the storage
space generated during memory recording by a factor of
over 12.85.
• Minimization of memory acquisition overhead through a

cognitive-scale bitmap: Second, cognitive memory tracking
enables efficient tracking of the memory information of VM
swarms running on cloud platforms. We found that memory
acquisition at 1000 ms intervals for a single native VM
with 4 GB RAM allocated results in approximately 96.7%
redundant data. This means only a part of the memory
region is changing on running VMs. Based on these charac-
teristics, we introduce a memory delta tracking mechanism
for VMs, which tracks the changing page information in all
memory regions used by VMs. Only the changing memory
is tracked and cached in the proposed approach, and the
cached data are copied to disk, thereby minimizing disk
I/O. Our evaluation results show that memory acquisition
time caused by blocking is reduced by 14.85 times, and the
VM downtime problem during memory acquisition occurs
only initially when the service starts, ensuring seamless
operation thereafter.
• Maximizing large-scale memory inspection efficiency via

a SAMI mechanism: Third, the target memory is encoded
for efficient analysis and stored on relatively durable media
using the tracked memory information and shared mem-
ory merger information. In a cloud environment, because
many VM memory images are recorded to improve secu-
rity and stability, the amount of memory to be analyzed
increases exponentially. In our research, we propose a mem-
ory archival mechanism called the synchronized accessible
memory interchange (SAMI), which is able to efficiently
analyze large-scale VM memory in consideration of the in-

tended goals, purpose, and characteristics of the memory
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Fig. 1. Concept overview of Cloud-BlackBox.
analyzer. The SAMI mechanism utilizes data created through
memory tracking for memory-affecting information such as
processes, libraries, and networks, for correlation analysis
of the target VM swarm. SAMI metadata provides a mem-
ory analyst with a macroscopic view of memory changes.
The memory analyst can narrow the scope of the memory
analysis subject by analyzing metadata without a mem-
ory restoration procedure. The mechanism uses checkpoints
and quickly restores the recorded partial memory data to
a complete memory state suitable for analysis. In addition,
memory recorded through the SAMI mechanism provides
scalability that can be analyzed using the existing memory
forensic frameworks [30].

Contributions. In summary, this study makes the following
ontributions:

• A shared memory merging mechanism is proposed through
analysis of the memory layout similarity of target VM swam.
• VM memory delta-tracking via a cognitive-scale bitmap is

presented.
• A specialized memory archival and encoding design is also

presented.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
ion 2 discusses the motivation for proposing Cloud-BlackBox and
resents related works. Section 3 describes the three mechanisms
roposed for VM memory recording in a cloud environment.
n Section 4, the performance of the proposed Cloud-BlackBox
pproach is evaluated. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions

f the present work and its implications for future research.
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2. Related works

This section describes the research motivation for focusing on
memory recording and analysis as a means to improve the level of
security and safety of cloud services and overcome the limitations
of related prior research.

2.1. Improving system security with memory introspection

System memory is a space dedicated to storage of the active
data used in an OS. It is well-known that information systems
security researchers have long been interested in OS memory.
There are two main reasons for their interest.

First, memory is the most important factor in detecting ma-
licious activities because most attack techniques target memory
corruption as an attack point. That is, the mechanism for most
malicious user system-attacks is a process of corrupting or load-
ing malicious code into memory. Thus, if system memory can
be monitored well, most of attack techniques can be blocked
or detected. In particular, in virtual environments such as the
cloud, there are no restrictions on access to memory, and ac-
tive researches on improving security using memory have been
conducted. The following prior studies exemplify this. VM in-
trospection (VMI), as transparent introspection of VM memory
in a virtual environment, was first proposed by Garfinkel and
Rosenblum in 2003 [31]. With VMI, transparent introspection
of the state, events, and memory of a VM is possible without
having to install an agent inside the VM. Methods proposed

in research utilizing the concept of VMI include Libvmi [32],
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ther [12], DRAKVUF [15], and Modchecker [33]. Libvmi is a tool
ith a library for monitoring the states of VMs in hypervisor en-
ironments such as Xen and kernel-based virtual machine (KVM).
ith Libvmi, transparent introspection is possible on the files,
rocess lists, system call tables, DLL lists, and memory buffers
f running VMs. LiveWire is a VMI-based intrusion detection
ystem, that detects malicious activities inside a VM based on this
olicy. LiveWire detects malicious activities by using signature
canning or integrity scanning of executable files. Ether uses a
ardware-assisted virtualization method in the field of memory
nspection, and methods have been proposed for the transparent
onitoring of VMs in a host OS. In particular, it is specialized in
xtracting runtime activity information of obfuscated malicious
ode in a virtual environment. DRAKVUF is a product of Ether-
ased research that can extract the function call information of
n OS. With DRAKVUF, parallel VM introspection is possible by
inimizing the resource requirements for performing VMI. In
ddition, through kernel function tracing, it can be used to detect
ootkits hiding malicious payloads, as well as the conventional
ystem call tracking Modchecker, which is a VMI-based solution
or malicious activity detection designed for use on actual cloud
latforms, It can detect code modification attacks such as inline
ooking and DLL hooking by comparing the kernel modules of
M swarms. Mishra et al. proposed VMshiled as a method to
rotect virtual domains on cloud platforms. VMshiled uses VM
ntrospection as a means to detect covert activities taking place
ith malicious code [24]. Furthermore, in recent years, several
tudies have been conducted with the objective of improving the
ecurity of a virtual environment by combining VMI with machine
earning. Win et al. [34]. reported in their research that malicious
odes and rootkits can be identified in Linux VMs via support
ector machines. VMGuard [35]. uses random forest to perform
raining on known malicious code and proposed a solution able
o detect known malicious codes loaded into VMs. Bozkir et al.
roposed a method to convert dumped memory into visualized
mages to detect the latest malware that applied obfuscation or
ncryption [23]. As can be seen from these examples of previous
esearch, owing to the versatile applicability of memory, research
as been continuously conducted to enhance the security and
tability of computational systems by exploiting memory.
Second, important evidence remains in the memory of any

bnormal event. Traditional system forensics have focused on the
nalysis of nonvolatile data, such as system-logging and storage
orensics [36,37]. This is because non-volatile data are easier to
ollect than volatile data. However, the important evidence in
he investigation of the causes of cyber accidents or incidents is
ften stored in volatile memory storage. Nevertheless, memory
an be easily corrupted by a malicious user or cleared through a
eboot, rendering the data challenging to obtain useful evidence
rom. Despite these challenges, because memory acquisition is
asier in virtual environments than in general systems, various
tudies on memory forensics have been conducted [10,38,39]. As
representative tool for collecting memory in cloud environ-
ents, LIME is a module that is loaded into the Linux kernel

o enable the acquisition of full memory locally or remotely via
CP. In hypervisor environments where the host OS is Linux-
ased, such as QEMU and KVM, LIME can be used to acquire
M memory. Representative studies on memory forensics include
olatility and Rekall. Volatility is a memory forensic framework
resented at the 2007 BlackHat DC Convention. Volatility can
e used in Linux, Windows, and OS X, and provides various
lug-ins. In addition, it allows the capturing of snapshots of the
rocess memory through its own plugin. Rekall is another type
f memory forensic framework developed by Google based on
olatility. Rekall is characterized by providing various memory

orensics functions, such as collection, analysis, and reporting.
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Various studies on security using the above memory forensic
tools are still being published [22,40]. Furthermore, studies that
incorporate artificial intelligence (AI) technology into memory
analysis research are also being published. Recently, research on
DeepMem was also published; it allows quick and efficient anal-
ysis of the kernel structure of dumped memory through graph
neural network model training [41].

2.2. Approach to accelerate memory snapshots

The acceleration and optimization of memory snapshot oper-
ations are imperative for efficient memory recording. The most
relevant research on memory snapshot acceleration concerns VM
snapshot. In the VM snapshot process, the states of the VM at a
specific point in time are copied and saved in storage. The internal
components of a VM snapshot include disk, memory, CPU, and
devices. Various approaches have been used to accelerate VM
snapshots in the area of service migration. Methods of recording
VM snapshots can be broadly divided into stop-copy and pre-
copy mechanisms [42,43]. Stop-copy mechanisms save the state
of VMs while the operation of the VM is suspended and resumed
thereafter. This method is easier to implement, but VM downtime
occurs during the process, and it thus cannot be used in a real
cloud service.

The pre-copy mechanism is used in live migrations, and is
designed to minimize the downtime that occurs in the stop-copy
mechanism [44,45]. In the process of the pre-copy mechanism,
the changed page information, called dirty pages, is repeatedly
transmitted while maintaining the operational state of the VM.
When the memory falls below a certain threshold, the operation
of the VM is temporarily suspended, and the remaining mem-
ory information is transmitted. That is, large memory resources
are divided for transmission, and only part of the memory is
finally transmitted, minimizing the VM downtime. However, de-
pending on the workload, downtime can be prolonged, and in
the worst case, migration can fail. There have been various ap-
proaches to address this challenge, such as memory compression,
memory redundancy removal, and zero-page removal [46,47]. In
addition, studies have been recently conducted on continuous
snapshots [48]. Klemperer used a shared memory snapshot driver
and page tracking mechanism to accelerate the memory snapshot
process, enabling concurrent memory snapshots. In iConsnap, a
memory snapshot operation is accelerated using a page tracking
method, and an asynchronous buffer was used to minimize the
I/O overhead generated during the memory snapshot process.

2.3. Limitations of memory introspection in cloud environment

The above-mentioned results have been obtained through the
dedication and interest of several researchers in various fields to
improve information security using memory access trace analysis.
However, in commercial cloud environments, these various tools
have not been utilized. This may be attributed to three key
factors.

First, there are possibilities of system performance compro-
mising problems owing to memory acquisition overhead. A mem-
ory acquisition operation requires iterative memory read/write
operations, which inevitably affect VM performance. However,
for in-depth memory inspection, memory acquisition must be
performed. The experimental results of this study showed that
it takes approximately 9.3 s to acquire 4 GB of memory using
Libvirt (open-source platform virtualization management tool) in
a KVM-based virtual environment. In addition, the memory snap-
shot operation suspends the VM’s operations until the memory
snapshot process is completed to maintain the consistency of the

memory; thus, for each memory acquisition, a running VM must
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e suspended for over 9 s. That is, the use of memory acquisition
perations potentially entails the violation of users’ service-level
greements, making it practically challenging to apply in com-
ercially available commercial-off-the-shelf product platforms.
o resolve this limitation, Klemperer’s iConsnap research mini-
ized VM downtime and memory snapshot duration by using

he dirty-page tracking technique. However, the write permission
f all the memory regions of the VM is forcibly disabled for the
irty-page tracking process, resulting in compromised memory
rite operation performance.
The second reason involves the problem of storage space taken

p by memory acquisition. A single memory acquisition takes up
relatively small storage space. However, in terms of cumulative
emory recording over a prolonged period, a massive amount
f storage space is required. For instance, approximately 14 TB
f data is generated when 4 GB of memory is acquired for 1 h
t 1-s intervals. That is, memory recording in a cloud platform
ith running VM swarms implies the generation of considerable
ata. The management of these data is challenging, and storage
osts increase exponentially over time. However, the acquisition
f meaningful data from memory analysis in a cloud platform
equires recording memory over long periods. In the iConsnap
esearch, storage costs were minimized by using compression and
eleting past data. Paradoxically, minimizing storage cost through
ompression actually increases the time required for memory
nspection, while deleting past data carries the risk of potentially
osing useful data. Avoidance of data loss is considered crucial
n recording and managing memory. Memory acquired over a
rolonged period without loss can be used as decisive evidence
or detecting advanced attack techniques such as APTs or inves-
igating the cause after the occurrence of an abnormal event. By
ecording information on the activities of malicious users exploit-
ng cloud services for malicious purposes, memory recordings
an be used as legal evidence when violations occur. In addition,
emory recording can be used as a generic technology in various
reas, such as malicious code analysis and antivirus functions.
he delta snapshot technique is used in various virtualization-
elated products as a means of minimizing storage space wasted
y snapshots [49–51]. However, in order to perform the delta
napshot, operations on a virtual machine need to be stopped,
r the performance of the virtual machine is severely degraded
hile the snapshot is performed. These problems occur because
elta snapshots are designed for efficient snapshot management
nd data integrity. In other words, the delta snapshot technique
an minimize the storage wasted by snapshots but is limited in
hat, while the operation is performed, it is difficult to ensure the
vailability of VMs on cloud platforms.
The third reason is the sharp increase in the analysis tar-

et owing to the continuous memory snapshots. Widely used
emory inspection frameworks such as Volatility and Rekall
re designed with a focus on analyzing a single memory im-
ge. However, to use memory inspection to improve stability
nd security in a cloud computing environment, the memory of
ll running VMs must be collectively and periodically acquired.
hat is, recording the memory of VM swarms indicates that
he memory to be analyzed increases exponentially. Therefore,
he use of current memory frameworks remains inefficient for
he analysis of large amounts of recorded memory. Moreover,
t is challenging to derive meaningful analytical results when
emory is repeatedly acquired without considering the intention,
urpose, and characteristics of memory inspection. Therefore, to
tilize memory as an element for improving security and stability
n an environment with an operational VM swarm, it is necessary
o implement an archiving and analysis mechanism specialized
or large-scale memory inspection.
 m
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Fig. 2. Structure and flow of operations in Cloud-BlackBox.

3. Cloud-BlackBox internals

This section describes Cloud-BlackBox, which enables com-
putationally efficient recording and analysis of memory in a
cloud computing environment. Cloud-BlackBox is capable of time-
efficient recording of VM swarms’ memory and minimizes the
storage costs generated by memory acquisition. In addition, it
is characterized by an efficient in-depth analysis of acquired
large-scale memory datasets.

3.1. Overview

As shown in Fig. 2, Cloud-BlackBox consists of four major
omponents: group memory manager, page tracking manager,
emory I/O scheduler, and Memory Dump (MD) manager.
The group memory manager performs cross-validation of the

emory layout of VMs running on a physical machine, groups
Ms using the same or similar kernels, and merges duplicate
ernel memory regions. The group memory manager module is
esigned to regroup and merge kernel memory when a VM is
reated or removed from a physical machine.
The page tracking manager is a mechanism for tracking and

anaging the changing memory of VMs. This module tracks the
emory change information of the shared page merged through

he group memory manager and private page, which is an un-
hared, personal memory region of a VM. We propose a cognitive-
cale bitmap as a means to efficiently track memory change
nformation in VMs by actively utilizing the temporal/spatial
ocality properties of memory organization. The cognitive-scale
itmap consists of a micro bitmap, which tracks VM memory
rom a micro perspective, and a macro bitmap, which tracks VM
emory from a macro perspective. In addition, the page tracking
anager is executed at a specific interval specified by a user or

equest event.
The memory I/O scheduler is a mechanism for the efficient

torage of volatile memory in a non-volatile region. The actual
ata of the memory page tracked through the page tracking
anager are copied to the asynchronous access memory buffer,
nd the copied memory data are flushed to the storage by a
ackground thread.
The MD manager is a mechanism for efficient management

nd analysis of the acquired memory. In this study, an acquired

emory file is referred to as an MD. Because Cloud-BlackBox
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racks and records only memory that changes, rather than the
ull memory, a memory restoration procedure is necessary to
cquire meaningful data through a memory inspection tool. The
D manager ensures random access memory restoration by uti-

izing checkpoints, and tracked memory information is utilized
y the reach frame to create metadata, enabling the efficient
nalysis of large-scale memory. In addition, it provides compres-
ion of frames before checkpoints without loss according to user
equirements for storage cost reduction.

.2. Shared memory merge for efficient memory collection

The factor incurring the largest overhead in VM memory snap-
hots is the operation of repeatedly cloning the memory. The
omputational complexity of cloned memory is proportional to
he allocated memory size. In general, VM memory of a given size
n GB units is allocated, which requires numerous memory explo-
ation and recursive cloning operations in memory snapshots. In
he case of a large-scale cloud platform running VM swarms, the
emory snapshot operation generates even more overhead.
The key feature of the proposed Cloud-BlackBox is memory

erging of VM swarms to minimize the range of memory for
napshots and optimize the computational overhead generated
y memory snapshots. Our experimental results indicate that
ver 30% of memory is redundant with VM swarms using the
ame kernel. This feature can be best exploited in a cloud plat-
orm environment with a VM swarm running. Most cloud plat-
orms provide base images to users, therefore the types of kernels
hat can run in cloud platform environments are limited.

According to the data published by Amazon Web Services
AWS), it was observed that 80% of Amazon Elastic Compute
loud (EC2) users primarily run Linux-based OSs [29]. This means
f the memory of VMs using the same kernel is grouped and
erged to share memory, the memory range for exploration and
napshot can be reduced. However, when a user’s private data
re uploaded to the shared memory region to be merged, it may
ause a security problem in that the memory of other VMs can
e accessed. Therefore, the memory dedicated to merging must
e in the kernel memory region that cannot be accessed at the
ser level and a space where private data cannot be uploaded.
his type of safe memory region can be specified through memory
nspection and repeated workload processing for each kernel that
s run in a cloud environment. The kernel/user memory regions
re not distinguished during the process of merging the memory,
ut the kernel memory region can be predicted by analyzing the
erged memory. Thus, because immediate detection is possible

n the kernel memory region in the case of significant changes,
his approach has the advantage of being able to detect kernel
orruption attacks. In summary, the group memory manager is a
echanism designed to minimize redundant memory exploration
nd cloning operations through memory merging. We perform
emory merging on a page-by-page basis to increase the ef-

ectiveness of memory merging of VMs. Various studies have
emonstrated that merging memory at the page level is very ef-
ective [52,53]. However, as a downside, a page-level redundancy
heck requires a significant amount of time. The global memory
anager provides two methods that may shorten the page-level

edundancy check time. We reduced the scope of redundancy
heck through the method of grouping VMs with similar kernels
nd shortened the page-level redundancy check time through the
ethod of hashing adjacent pages with high merge rates to verify

hem all at once.
The group memory manager follows four procedural steps,

s shown in Fig. 3. The first step is VM kernel checking. The
ernel version used by the VM can be identified by checking the
pecific kernel memory of the VM. In addition, the base image
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Fig. 3. Process of classifying a virtual machine’s memory into shared and private
pages.

of the VM can be checked using the virtual machine manager
(VMM). The second step is VM grouping. VMs using the same
kernel have the same kernel memory specifications. Therefore,
when such VMs are grouped together, stability is improved when
memory is merged, and exploration time is minimized. The third
step consists of shared memory exploration. The initial page
redundancy check is performed on a page-by-page basis within
the group. The redundancy check also includes pages filled with
zeros. The reason we include zero-pages is that only a few areas
of the memory are used in a VM due to the temporal/spatial
locality characteristics of memory organization. In the case of
VMs performing memory-intensive workloads, zero-pages may
not exist. We separately select pages that are more likely to be
merged as the memory merge process progresses. In this study,
rather than considering the method of efficiently selecting pages
with a high probability of being merged, we assume that pages
that are cloned more than five times in different VMs are likely
to be merged. We hash two or more adjacent pages among
the selected pages and manage them as a table. The reason for
grouping and hashing only adjacent pages is that these pages
are deemed to be correlated. Subsequently, a VM with no page
redundancy check performed within the group or a hash table
created with a new VM is inspected preferentially. We use the
Rabin–Karp algorithm as a method to verify the redundancy of
the hashed pages. Since the Rabin–Karp algorithm is specialized
in the hash multi-pattern search, it is very effective when ver-
ifying the hash value of memory that reflects spatial locality
characteristics [54,55]. When pages with a high merge rate are
verified in hash units, the merge rate is higher relative to the
verification computation, and the effect of verifying large-scale
pages at once can be achieved. Memory merging is the final
step. Shared memory merging utilizes some of the features of
the Kernel Samepage Merging (KSM) function provided by Linux
kernel 2.6.32 [52]. Specifically, we implement Group Samepage
Merging (GSM) by modifying KSM. The GSM function merges
memory by pointing the pages selected in the page redundancy
check to a single page, similar to KSM. Subsequently, the merged
page is managed through copy-on-write (COW) to map the VM
page of an event subject to a new physical page as soon as the
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rite operation occurs. Additionally, among various functions of
he KSM function, GSM utilizes a system function that can specify
he range of memory merging and the red–black tree used for
emory redundancy checks. The GSM we have designed captures
napshots of the shared page by calling the memory recorder and
he memory I/O scheduler when memory corruption is detected
n a user-specified period or a shared memory region. The reason
or this design is to shorten the memory restoration time when
onverting partially recorded memory into the memory required
or analysis.

.3. Memory tracking mechanism for memory recording

VM memory recording requires that memory snapshot op-
rations are performed iteratively. As described above, Cloud-
lackBox performs the first optimization by merging the memory

to be explored during the memory snapshot operation through
the MD manager. However, VM memory snapshots still generate
a large computational overhead. The most pronounced limitation
of the VM memory snapshot operation is that the running of
the VM is temporarily suspended during the snapshot process,
and the duration of the memory snapshot is substantial. From
Fig. 4, it is clear that the operation of the VM is suspended for the
memory snapshot, and it resumes after the memory snapshots
are recorded. That is, the VM suspension time is proportional to
the memory snapshot duration. According to our experimental
results, it takes approximately 9.3 s to acquire 4 GB of VM mem-
ory by QEMU. Thus, cloud service for users is disrupted for 9.3 s
by a single memory snapshot. This situation is even worse when

performing continuous iterative memory snapshot operations. I
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Moreover, because the memory snapshot operations share the
resources of the host OS with the VM, competition occurs in the
use of resources. This compromises the performance of other VMs
running on the same host machine. In other words, memory snap-
shot operations are considered inapplicable to cloud platforms
because they require the violation of service-level agreements.

Cloud-BlackBox performs an in-depth analysis of the bottle-
eck points that cause delays in the existing memory snapshot
rocess to address the above limitation. The process of perform-
ng a memory snapshot is shown in Fig. 4(a). 1⃝ When a VM
napshot request is received, the VM is stopped. 2⃝ When the
M is stopped, it calls the memory snapshot module. 3⃝ The
emory snapshot module calls pmemsave of QEMU-Protocol.

4 – 5⃝ The memory snapshot module then calls pmemsave of
EMU-Protocol to copy the VM’s memory to the host non-volatile
torage by referring to the mapping table. When the copy process
s complete, the virtual machine is resumed.

The memory acquisition operation is delayed owing to the
ollowing three factors. The process of exploring the VM page is
he first reason. To create the VM memory in the storage as a file,
he physical memory region mapped to the allocated page needs
o be explored. Cloud-BlackBox reduces the size of the memory
hat needs to be explored through the MD manager. The second
eason for the delay is the page-read operation. To write the
ata stored in the memory to the storage, a read operation for
he memory offset is required. However, because data are copied
rom memory to memory, there is no substantial performance
elay. The third reason for the delay is the process of copying
emory to storage. According to our experimental results, the file
/O operation accounts for more than 93% of the entire memory
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Fig. 5. Proposed process to efficiently track and record the VM memory.
cquisition process. Cloud-BlackBox resolves the file I/O bottle-
eck points through page tracking using a cognitive-scale bitmap
nd an in-memory-based asynchronous buffer. Additionally, the
synchronous buffer is designed to address the potential issue
f concurrent memory operations in the process of tracking and
ecording VM memory. We designed the asynchronous buffer
n the circular queue method to sequentially record memory
hange information, event processing time, and memory offset
nformation to resolve the memory integrity problems that can
rise from memory concurrency. Such a design can minimize
ottlenecks by asynchronously handling dirty-page events taking
lace in parallel while addressing memory integrity problems
hat may occur during memory restoration by recording the event
ime/offset information together.

The memory recording process of Cloud-BlackBox is illustrated
t point (b) in Fig. 4. In contrast to existing memory snapshot
ethods, the snapshot process is as follows.
When a VM snapshot request is received, the VM is stopped.
hen the VM is stopped, it calls the Cloud-BlackBox Snapshot

module. The Cloud-BlackBox Snapshot module then calls the VM
Write Protector. 1⃝ When a VM snapshot request is received,
the VM is stopped. 2⃝ When the VM is stopped, it calls the
Cloud-BlackBox snapshot module. 3⃝ The Cloud-BlackBox Snapshot
module then calls the VM Write Protector. 4⃝ The VM Write
Protector protects the write operation of the VM memory. 5⃝
Referring to the mapping table, memcpy copies the VM’s memory
to the Asynchronous Buffer. 6⃝ The VM is then resumed. 7⃝ - 8⃝ In
the background, the asynchronous buffer is flushed to the host’s
non-volatile and the contents of the page written in the storage.
9⃝– 10⃝ If a memory write operation is performed in the VM after
the first snapshot, a Page Fault is triggered. 11⃝When a Page Fault
occurs, the Dirty-Page Tracker marks the Cognitive Bitmap and
memcpy the changed memory information in the Asynchronous
Buffer. 12⃝ According to user definition, the asynchronous buffer
is flushed to the host’s non-volatile storage in the background. A
detailed look at the process follows below.

Cloud-BlackBox causes the VM suspension operation to run
on the first occasion the VM operation starts. This is called an
init dump. The init dump process includes a memory exploration
process and a read memory process, as in the existing snapshot
methods. However, it adds the target memory to be cloned for
storage in an in-memory-based asynchronous buffer. This process

serves as a means to resolve storage and memory bandwidth
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issues. In init dump, a VM suspend time only occurs during
the memcpy operation. This design may reduce the VM suspend
time but additionally requires a free memory space identical to
the target VM memory size. Various live-migration techniques
such as pre-copy can be considered as an alternative to address
the problem of securing additional memory space for init dump
and minimizing the VM suspend time. However, because these
techniques are designed for a complete migration, snapshots can
be delayed indefinitely or fail depending on the VM workload.
Since Cloud-BlackBox cannot track memory until the snapshot
of the frozen memory of the VM is complete, it is important
to perform the snapshot of the frozen memory accurately and
quickly without failure.

A macro bitmap filled with zeros is created once the init
dump is complete. The macro bitmap manages VM pages in
large groups and performs writing when a specific memory is
altered. When the macro bitmap is created, operation of the
VM is resumed. In the background thread, the memory inserted
into the asynchronous buffer is created as a file during stor-
age. We subsequently refer to the first memory snapshot file as
MDr . Cloud-BlackBox can produce the same result as perform-
ing continuous snapshots simply by tracking and recording only
the memory that has changed since the init dump. The VM
suspension does not occur from the second memory snapshot,
and the memory snapshot operation is simplified. The page-fault
handler we use to track the dirty-page of a VM is problematic in
that it indirectly degrades the performance of the VM. We have
conducted VM memory forensics studies over the past few years
and found that the VM memory region exhibits strong spatial lo-
cality characteristics. Based on these characteristics, we designed
a cognitive-scale bitmap that can efficiently deploy the page-
fault handler according to the memory usage pattern of VMs. The
cognitive-scale bitmap consists of a micro bitmap, which tracks
VMmemory from a microscopic perspective, and a macro bitmap,
which tracks VM memory from a macroscopic perspective. The
micro bitmap provides write protection at the page level to track
memory change information of VMs in detail. The macro bitmap
provides write protection by grouping more than N pages for
regions with few memory changes. The macro bitmap does not
exist at the initial time of tracking the memory of a VM, but
is dynamically created as the memory usage pattern of the VM
is reflected over time. As a result, the macro bitmap reflects

the memory usage pattern of VMs, allowing the frequency of
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age-fault events to be standardized and effectively reducing
he number of page-fault handlers. The performance comparison
etween the bitmap generally used for dirty-page tracking in live
igration and our proposed cognitive-scale bitmap can be found

n Section 4.2.
The process of simplifying the snapshot operation using the

ognitive-scale bitmap is as follows. Through the local alteration
onitoring of the macro bitmap, a micro bitmap is created for

egions with frequent changes, and regions with little change are
rouped into macro bitmaps that can be managed on a large-
cale. When a memory snapshot operation request is received
rom the user or another module, the write permission of the
acro/micro bitmap region is removed. When a memory write

equest is received in the VM, a page fault occurs, and a dirty
it is marked on the macro/micro bitmap. After the duration
pecified by the user, the write protect permission is restored,
nd the contents of the page written in the macro/micro bitmap
re inserted into the asynchronous buffer. In the background,
he memory inserted into the asynchronous buffer is created
s a file in the storage, along with metadata containing offset
nformation. The reason why we store tracking time and offset
nformation together when recording the memory is to ensure the
ntegrity of memory data in the process of memory restoration.
he file created through the macro/micro bitmap is called MDp.
he macro bitmap has the disadvantage that all pages of the
orresponding region are stored even when only one page is
pdated. However, this disadvantage of large-scale page storage
f the micro bitmap can be offset since it is optimized based
n the memory usage pattern of the VM. Then, through iterative
rocesses, the micro bitmap performs increasingly more detailed
perations, whereas the macro bitmap performs operations for
arge areas, which leads to a gradual decrease in the number of
itmaps, thereby optimizing performance.
The detailed process for generating MDps is shown in Fig. 5.

heMDps process is as follows. 1⃝– 5⃝ Protects the write-protection
operation of the virtual machine while performing Init Snapshot.
6⃝ During the init snapshot process, MDr is created by the Mem-
ory I/O Scheduler. 7⃝– 8⃝ Whenever a Page-Fault is triggered,
it is marked on the Cognitive Bitmap, and data and location
information are updated in the asynchronous buffer. 9⃝When the
Dps generation condition is satisfied, the asynchronous buffer is

lushed to the host non-volatile by the memory I/O scheduler.
The detailed process is as follows. In the init dump process,

he entire memory region of the VM is collected using a memory
/O scheduler. Then, the memory snapshot uses a macro bitmap
nd a micro bitmap to generate MDps. The macro bitmap is a
pace for simple writing by introspection of the memory change
nformation in a large range, and VM snapshot performance is
ardly compromised owing to the write protection in this case.
he micro bitmap writes one bitmap by dividing it into page
nits. With a micro bitmap, write protection is required for de-
ailed memory tracking, which may result in some degradation of
erformance. However, this type of bitmap has a clear advantage
n that the precise memory state at the time of the snapshot
equest can be preserved. The generation of MDp is possible by
verlaying the micro bitmap onto the macro bitmap. When the
acro bitmap tracks pages on a large-scale and the micro bitmap

hrough which fine tracking of memory is possible in the unit
f pages are overlaid, the state of the VM at the time of the
napshot request can be written as a complete bitmap. The final
itmap created through the overlay process is processed by the
synchronous buffer using a memory I/O scheduler to create
file in the storage. The advantages of Cloud-BlackBox are as

follows. (1) Almost no suspension in the running of VMs occurs
apart from the first generation of MDr and (2) storage costs are

minimized. Write-Protect events that are generated repeatedly
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during memory snapshots cause compromised VM performance,
The Cloud-BlackBox proposed in this study minimizes the call of
the write-protect event by using a cognitive-scale bitmap. The
process of generating MDr and MDp is outlined in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Memory tracking mechanism for memory recording
Algorithm
Input: Request to Memory Snapshot
1: VM Suspend← False
2: Init_Flag ← False
3: if Init_Flag = False then
4: VM Suspend← True
5: Create a Init Dump (MDr )
6: VM Suspend← False
7: Macro Bitmap← Clear
8: Init_Flag ← True
9: Create a Macro Bitmap

10: end if
11: while Macro BitmapMonitoring do
12: Create a Micro Bitmap
13: end while
14: for iteration = 1, 2, . . . do
15: if Snapshot then
16: Micro Bitmap← Clear
17: Macro Bitmap , Micro Bitmap ← PageWrite Protect :

Enable
18: end if
19: if ∆Page then
20: Macro Bitmap , Micro Bitmap← Dirty bit Mark
21: end if
22: if Process Time > Duration Time then
23: for MacroBitmap . . . , L do
4: Asynchronous Buffer ← Page[L],Metadata[L]

25: end for
26: for MicroBitmap . . . , T do
27: Asynchronous Buffer ← Page[T ],Metadata[T ]
28: end for
29: Macro Bitmap , Micro Bitmap ← PageWrite Protect :

Disable
0: Macro,Micro Bitmap← Clear
1: Create a MDp
2: end if
3: end for
utput: MDr∥MDp

Algorithm 2 Snapshot Recovery using Checkpoint Algorithm

Input: Select N
1: MDc ← Nearest Completed Snapshot Before N
2: MDr ← Snapshot in Complete State
3: MDp ← Snapshot in Incomplete Stat
4: Metadata← Offset of Snapshot Data
5: S ← N After MDc
6: for MDp = 1, 2, . . . ,N do
7: if N = S then
8: MDr ← MDc
9: end if

10: if S < N then
11: for all Metadata in Offset do
12: MDr ← MDc[Offset] δ MDp[Offset]
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
Output: New MDr
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.4. Memory management mechanism to optimize random access
estoration performance and storage cost

The memory recorded using Cloud-BlackBox consists of one
Dr and multiple MDps. For this type of structure, a memory

restoration process is required for the analysis of the VM memory
at a specific point in time. The memory restoration process is
illustrated in Fig. 6. The memory restoration process is performed
through the XOR operation of the initially created MDr and cu-
ulative MDp. However, with the accumulation of MDps, more

time is required for memory restoration. That is, the performance
of random access restore operations cannot be ensured. To ad-
dress the problem of ensuring random access memory restoration
performance, Cloud-BlackBox is designed to create a checkpoint
file called MDc , which is created when the cumulative size of
the accumulated MDps exceeds the size designated by the user.
The checkpoint file MDc is generated by the XOR operation of
the previous MDr or MDps created after MDc . With MDc , random
access performance can be ensured during memory restoration.
MDc generation is controlled by the MD manager. Because the
MD manager is allocated independent resources through cgroups
and runs in the background, it does not lead to compromised VM
and memory snapshot performance. The details of an experiment
conducted on memory restoration performance according to the
MDc generation rule are described in the performance evaluation
section. The process of generating MDr and MDc is outlined in
Algorithm 2.

3.5. Memory structure specialized for large-scale memory inspection

Cloud-BlackBox creates a metadata called synchronized ac-
cessible memory interchange, as shown in Fig. 7, for the effi-
cient analysis of large-scale memory. The offset information we
record when tracking memory provides analysts with a macro-
scopic perspective. The memory analyst may narrow the scope
of the memory analysis subject by analyzing metadata without a

memory restoration procedure. Simple application examples of
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Fig. 7. SAMI metadata for efficient large-scale memory inspection.

SAMI are as follows. SAMI can be used in memory inspection
frameworks such as Volatility and Rekall, and in generating VM
memory change information as a timeline. For the analysis of a
large memory sets in parallel, the first offset capture needs to be
performed once. The offset capture for plug-ins was performed
using MDr data analysis. For memory inspection plug-ins, pslists,
dlllists, and sockets supported by Volatility and Rekall can be
used, or customized plug-ins can be created for use. Based on
the plug-in information entered in the memory inspection plugin
table, the memory offset for each VM is captured. The captured
offset information can be mapped by checking the synchronized
accessible memory interchange data generated when the MDp
is created. For example, for fast analysis of the pslist change
information, the offset information recorded in the SAMI can
be used to analyze the MDp that has accessed or modified the
first offset. Cloud-BlackBox provides MD analysis results through
a dashboard.

4. Evaluation

In this section, the memory acquisition performance of the
proposed approach is evaluated. The evaluation of Cloud-BlackBox
was conducted through five experiments using different types of
workloads. The workload types are presented in Table 1.

Table 1
Workload types utilized in the experiments.
Workload Description

Native State of no activity
Apache Web process-related workload
Flexible I/O I/O-focused workload
Weka Machine learning of data through Random Forest; iris

The first performance evaluation comparatively measured the
dump time for memory recording through the conventional mem-
ory snapshot method and using Cloud-BlackBox. In the second
experiment, the VM performance degradation caused by the
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Fig. 8. Comparison of dump time by workload and VM memory size.
memory snapshot was measured and compared in terms of
throughput. The third performance evaluation compared the event
calls made through Cloud-BlackBox with calls by the conventional
memory snapshot method. The fourth performance evaluation
compared the size of the memory snapshot file generated through
Cloud-BlackBox with that generated by the conventional memory
snapshot method. The final performance evaluation measured
the memory random access restoration time through memory
checkpoints.

The experimental environment of this study was as follows.
A system with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4114 CPU @ 2.20 GHz
– 20 Core processor was used, with 384 MB of DDR RAM. One
TB of SSD was used for storage. The Ubuntu 18.04 OS with
kernel version 5.3.0–59 was used as the host, and Ver. 4.2.0 of
QEMU-KVM was used.

4.1. Memory snapshot performance comparison by workload

The use of Cloud-BlackBox reduced the computational over-
head and storage overhead generated during memory snapshots
through the GSM and cognitive-scale bitmap. In this section, the
dump time of the general memory snapshot operation according
to the QEMU machine protocol and dump time of the mem-
ory snapshot operation using the proposed Cloud-BlackBox are
comparatively evaluated. When the VM memory size increased
from 1 GB to 8 GB, the time required from the point of re-
questing the memory snapshot to the completion of the snapshot
while processing a workload was measured. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 8. The Cloud-BlackBox method proposed
in this study requires an init dump operation, so the memory
snapshot dump time for the initial operation is the same as
the time taken with the conventional method. However, from
the subsequent snapshot operation, the memory snapshot dump
229
time decreased sharply. For example, when performing a Weka
workload in a VM environment with a memory size of 2 GB,
a memory snapshot with a conventional method took about
5.3 s on average, whereas approximately 0.61 s was required by
Cloud-BlackBox. As a result, Cloud-BlackBox showed a snapshot
performance improvement with a factor of approximately 8.83
compared to the time required by the conventional memory
snapshot method in a 2 GB VM environment. According to the ex-
perimental results, as the size of the memory allocated to the VM
increased, the memory snapshot performance of Cloud-BlackBox
was maximized. According to the experimental results, the aver-
age snapshot performance was improved by approximately 14.85
times in terms of dump time in the 4 GB environment.

4.2. Measurement of VM performance overhead due to memory
recording

In this section, we describe the experiment conducted re-
garding the performance degradation caused by VM memory
snapshots. Cloud-BlackBox minimizes performance degradation
during the memory snapshot process using the Cognitive-Scale
Bitmap. This experiment compares the performance of the con-
ventional bitmap used in the live-migration mechanism to that of
the cognitive-scale bitmap of Cloud-BlackBox. Sysbench was used
to the performance degradation in terms of CPU, memory, and
storage. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9. First, the
performance in terms of the number of events that the CPU could
process per second showed a throughput decrease of 19.82%
when the bitmap method proposed by the conventional memory
snapshot acceleration studies was used; when the cognitive-
scale bitmap proposed in this study was used, the throughput
decreased by 12.79%. With regard to performance degradation in
terms of memory, with the conventional bitmap, the performance
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Fig. 9. Measuring VM performance degradation according to page fault handling
method.

decreased by approximately 14.42%, and with the cognitive-scale
bitmap, the decrease was 8.76%. Finally, for performance degrada-
tion in terms of storage, memory snapshots with the conventional
bitmap showed a decrease of approximately 68.46%, and with the
proposed Cloud-BlackBox, a decrease of 31.19% was measured. In
ummary, by using the Cloud-BlackBox method proposed in this
tudy, it was confirmed that the decrease in VM performance was
arkedly reduced compared to the method proposed by previous
tudies on memory snapshot acceleration.

.3. Measurement of VM event calls due to memory recording

In this section, information on the number of calls of ma-
or events accompanying a VM memory snapshot is presented.
230
Fig. 10. Comparison of host operating system event calls according to memory
snapshot method.

This experiment proves that the proposed Cloud-BlackBox ap-
proach is able to minimize major event calls with associated
processing overhead. This evaluation compares the event call
count information of the snapshot method using a conventional
bitmap and the method of dumping after memory merge through
the GSM. In this experiment, perf was used to measure the
number of event calls [56]. In our previous research results,
we identified disk I/O-related functions as the main cause of
performance overhead. Therefore, we selected block:block_re
map,syscalls:sys_enter_write, and page_faults which
are most related to I/O, as trace point events. In the experiment, a
virtual machine performing no specific action was operated and
measured. The experimental results are presented in Fig. 10.

First, the block:block_remap event calls were reduced by
approximately a factor of six. The block:block_remap event is
a technique designed to prevent redundant data writing and was
called when metadata changes occurred. First, when a snapshot is
taken using a conventional bitmap while a single virtual machine
is running, the block_remap event is called an average of 114
times. On the other hand, when the memory is merged through
the GSM, the block_remap event is called an average of 18.1
times. In other words, the experimental results show that the
proposed GSM is able to reduce the number of block_remap
event calls by six times.

Second, syscalls: sys_enter_write event calls were re-
duced by approximately a factor of 59. The syscalls: sys_enter
_write event fires when a file write operation is performed. In
this experimental environment, the syscalls: sys_enter_write
event is called once, and a 4kB file is created. First, for a regular
snapshot, it is called 524k times because it creates the VMs total
allocated memory of 2 GB to a file. In our proposed system, it is
called 8.7k times on average. This is a reduction if approximately
147 times. The reason for this significant reduction is that mem-
ory consolidation reduces the amount of memory that needs to be
taken from the snapshot, and the amount of change in memory
that changes as the snapshot was created for the underlying VM
is small. Therefore, in an operating environment where memory
changes frequently, events of 8.7k and above are called.

Third, the page fault event calls are reduced by approximately
two times. A page fault occurs when a program attempts to access
a block of memory that is not stored in the physical memory
or RAM. First, the average of 96 page fault events was called
for each snapshot in the usual way. An average of 47 event
calls occurred when memory was recorded using Cloud-BlackBox.
The frequency of occurrence of page_faults events may vary
depending on the memory technique of the host operating sys-
tem. In our experimental environment, event calls were made
up to 278 times in the case of a typical memory snapshot, but
reduced to 35 times owing to the host operating system memory
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Fig. 11. Memory dump file size according to the number of parallel VM
operations.

technique. In the case of Cloud-BlackBox, event calls occurred up
o 146 times, but there were cases where the page_faults
vent was never called. As a result, the experimental results
emonstrate that the proposed Cloud-BlackBox is able to reduce
he page_faults events occurring in the host operating system
owing to the memory snapshot.

4.4. Measurement of cost of storage consumed by memory recording

In this experiment, comparative measurements were taken of
the storage space saved through the MD manager and memory
tracking method of the proposed Cloud-BlackBox. In the experi-
ent, 2 GB of memory was allocated to the native VM, Ubuntu
8.04 was installed in parallel, and the size of storage used when
memory snapshot was taken was measured. The experimental
esults are shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen, when memory was
cquired in parallel in a cloud platform environment where 16
Ms were running, a memory snapshot file of 32 GB was created
or a conventional memory snapshot, whereas a snapshot file of
ize 2.49 GB was created using Cloud-BlackBox. When compres-
ion was further activated, a file of approximately 1.75 GB in
ize was created. That is, we experimentally verified that when
M memory snapshots are taken using Cloud-BlackBox, a storage-
aving effect over 12.85 times is achieved in an environment with
6 VMs running in parallel.

.5. Memory restore random access performance evaluation

For the proposed Cloud-BlackBox, a memory restoration pro-
ess is required for the acquisition of complete memory states.
he memory restoration process is performed through the XOR
peration of the MDr and MDp. In this process, the restoration
ime gradually increases with cumulative memory, and to ensure
he restoration performance of memory of random selection, a
heckpoint called MDc was designed. Fig. 12 shows the exper-
mental results in terms of memory restoration performance.
s shown in the first figure, without MDc , the restoration time
radually increased according to the accumulated memory size;
hen the MDp was accumulated to 4000 MB, it took approxi-
ately 4500 s to perform memory restoration. However, with

he creation of MDc , when MDp was accumulated over 128 MB,
t took up to 2.0 s to perform the memory restoration, 9.59 s
or a cumulative MDp size over 512 MB, and 19.86 s maximum
or 1024 MB. These results demonstrate experimentally that the
heckpoint designed in this study ensures the minimum random
ccess performance for memory restoration.
 P
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Fig. 12. Comparison of memory restore times based on MDc generation
conditions.

5. Conclusion

This study proposed Cloud-BlackBox, which enables the effi-
ient recording of active memory without loss in a real-world
loud operating service environment. The proposed Cloud- Black-
ox method has the following features. First, Cloud-BlackBox ef-
ectively reduces the storage space by more than a factor of 12.85
hrough kernel memory merging as shared memory by analyzing
emory similarities of component VMs in a VM swarm. Second,
loud-BlackBox reduces the memory acquisition time by a factor
f up to 14.85 compared to existing memory snapshot technolo-
ies by using a cognitive-scale bitmap and memory I/O scheduler.
n addition, the problem of ensuring random access performance
n the delta dump method, which was designed to reduce storage
osts, is addressed by introducing an MD manager. The exper-
mental results demonstrated that a minimized random access
erformance is achieved by using the MDc memory restoration
echnique. The last feature proposed is the SAMI mechanism
hat analyzes large-scale recorded memory in parallel. The SAMI
echanism utilizes data created through memory tracking for
emory change information on processes, libraries, and network

raffic according to temporal characteristics, and is designed to
erform a correlation analysis on VM swarms using to spatial
haracteristics.
Finally, the proposed approach was implemented on a real

loud computing service called SysCore-Cloud. The experimental
esults show that Cloud-BlackBox has wide applicability not only
n advanced malware analysis, but also in various fields of system
ecurity, such as antivirus and forensic analysis. The mechanisms
roposed in this study are limited to cloud environments using
irtualization technology. Our future research goal is to enable
loud-BlackBox application in multi-cloud environments, includ-
ng edge clouds and federated clouds. Also, we plan to investigate
elf-recovery measures to address the case of intrusion and ser-
ice errors in cloud environments based on the memory recording
ethod proposed in this study.
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